
A Void Beneath the Tartarus 

 

General Rawlins surveyed the carnage below through three inches of armoured plas-

glass, heart pounding. Prone, she shifted her slight, young frame closer to the tip of 

her Phoenix Command Gunship's cupola and gestured the tactical HUD away, to get 

an unobstructed, MK1 Eyeball view of smoke-wreathed Lower Manhattan. A 

relentless exchange of extreme weapons fire flashed through the veil, silhouetting the 

XIII'th Anvil's advancing Heavy Battle Mechs. Though supposedly sealed from 

outside, the acrid whiff of plasma-scorched composites polluted her cramped space. 

She tried to temper the eagerness in her society-tuned voice. "Pilot, bank left. Take us 

lower." 

"Ma'am." The gunship jinked, banked, and soared past the pockmarked, ancient 

One World Trade Centre, bringing a towering affront into view. The Tartarus, symbol 

of the enemy's dominion, was aflame but still standing. 

Rawlins recalled her HUD and flicked her commlink to orbital. "Fire mission. 

Fire mission. Cruiser Punisher, you are in position?" 

A gravelled voice crackled through static, "Indeed, general. I can confirm 

Tartarus shield is down. Forward weapon primed. Aft weapon disabled." 

"One will do, captain. Friendlies close. I shall paint target. Wait out." 

"Ma'am." 

Rawlins seized her control column with a manicured right hand and flicked 

Engage. "Pilot, I have control." She's wanted this privilege—her brother, KIA, last 

week—she'd needed it. As her Phoenix screamed closer, she adjusted her comm. "All 

Triumvirate forces in quadrant nine—orbital strike. Brace. Brace." Her clammy grip 

tightened on the control column as a purple crack of ion-lightning crazed the bloated 



gunship's hull, but Rawlins was laser-focused. The Republic's deep scan of the 

Tartarus had indicated a structural flaw in the mile-high monstrosity—something to 

do with the bedrock, but whatever—her target. "Almost... almost..." She pressed her 

designator, lighting the sector green. Ravaged skyscrapers and Corsair interceptors 

whipped past. "FIRE!" 

She gritted her teeth and hurled the gunship left.  A vengeful, house-sized metal 

meteor lanced from the heavens and met the Tartarus's base with retina-searing, 

eardrum-shattering force. Those three inches of armoured plas-glass deformed and 

popped back with a shudder. Chest tight, brim with righteous joy, Rawlins mopped 

her sweated, raven fringe back. "Well, that was good." Pale dust blossomed from the 

impact site. She closed her gunship to two hundred meters. A crowned, alien shape 

loomed above. "It's still standing. Captain, reload. I will repaint momentarily. 

Freindlies still close. Wait out." 

"Ma'am." 

Sonar imaging was giving her fuzz, too hazy for safety. She could wait, everything 

down there would be dazed, awed by the cataclysm of a high-yield kinetic strike. But 

yellow indicators flashed into view on her HUD—a formation of small, incoming 

aircraft, no ID's, but friendlies—PHR. "What are those serene devils doing?" She 

opened all channels. "Republic craft, this is General Rawlins of the UCMA. This is a 

live-fire zone. Withdraw. I repeat—withdraw." Silence. "State your purpose." Silence. 

"Now, please!" The indicators met the base of the Tartarus and vanished. "Curses." 

Rawlins squinted through the clearing dust—gone, but a gaping, hab-sized hole 

rendered further speculation unnecessary. PHR ignoring comms was bad, 

diplomatic. She touched the new forth star on her lapel, remembered she was 

ranking officer here. She gestured a blue square onto the surface, beside that hole. 

"Pilot, you have control. Land us. Thirteenth Anvil, shield my dropsite." 



Weirdly distorted static replied, "Comms.... all screwy... Yes ma'am." 

As the Phoenix's landing legs crunched shattered tarmac, Rawlins slammed the 

hatch release and strode from the aircraft, a red-faced, five-foot-nothing avenger. A 

dusty, grizzled squad of ten beefy Praetorians met her and saluted in perfect unison. 

Behind, the hazy bulk of six America class Heavy Battle Mechs stood sentinel, crows 

wheeling about their distant missile batteries. Beyond, a phalanx of nine India Light 

Battle Mechs afforded the most excessive anti-air screen she'd ever been privileged 

with—the Jellyheads weren't getting into this dropsite. Rawlins didn't flinch at the 

staccato ripple of massed railgun fire a block or two north. She peered into the black 

pit, a sinkhole? "Lieutenant, you and your squad will accompany me down there. We 

make our decent with arrestor packs—one for me too, please." 

Her adjutant stumbled from the Phoenix, threw up, groaned and straightened 

into a salute. "Ma'am, it is my duty to insist you remain here. You are too valuable. 

Send the Praetorians in, and—" 

"And nothing, Simpkins," said Rawlins, holding herself ramrod-straight, knowing 

that any more looking into that depthless hole and thinking would leave her up here 

and out of any action. Her blood was up, and her curiosity. "I won't ask you to 

accompany me, Simpkins. Lieutenant, where's that arrestor pack?" She'd trained to 

use one, once, hadn't enjoyed it, but needs must. A Praetorian slammed a backpack-

like device onto the tarmac before her. She hoisted the lump onto her back, rolled her 

slender neck and nodded to the Praetorian's leader, heart rate building in an 

avalanche of fear. "You have command, lieutenant. Treat me as an observer." 

The lieutenant tossed a device into the hole; it halted mid-air, held aloft by tiny 

thrusters, descended, turning slowly until it disappeared. After a seeming eternity, 

the Lieutenant's control gauntlet beeped. "Damn," he muttered, "that's deep." Staring 



into the middle distance at something displayed in his goggles, he passed a pair to 

Rawlins. 

She adjusted her goggles, and with a few careful blinks, used her eyes to pan 

round the scans of the hole. "A mile deep... and very cylindrical? But that's 

impossible. Orbital scans suggest the Tartarus' foundations are a few hundred meters 

at most, and there's nothing to suggest that such a void ever existed here, not in the 

scans, not in the archives, I mean, it's so urbanised, always has been, how—" 

"Does it matter?" asked the lieutenant. "It's there, yeah? Wide enough to fly our 

bird in." He gestured to his squad's Raven and raised an eyebrow. 

"No, lieutenant, we go in quiet. Something's not right here." A drunken shimmer 

of interference washed the scans behind her goggles, then it whipped back into place. 

"The Republic might be trying to jam us, our comms too, but this isn't like their 

usual... Anyway, we're wasting time. Intelligence will want to know what's happening 

down there." 

The lieutenant gestured three of his men forward, stepped to the lip of the 

underworld and jumped in first without hesitating. After an age of silence, the barest 

hiss of retros echoed up. Rawlins' comm crackled. "Terra firma, general. Clear. But... 

some... come down... you won't believe..." 

"Lieutenant? Do you read? Lieutenant?" Rawlins stepped to the edge, gulped, 

and ordered the rest of the squad in. A second after they leapt into nothingness, she 

jumped. Her lungs emptied with a long, involuntary scream, surface light faded too 

fast, stygian air rushed past, whipped her short hair back, tumbled her. She fought to 

orient, legs first, the pinprick above her only reference. Eyes watering, pummelled by 

the onrush, now a shrill beeping, a yellow light, amber, red—a burst of blue flame 

and heat bathed her flailing thighs, deceleration yanked her shoulder straps into her 

armpits, and her boots slammed into smooth rock. "Mad!" She gasped, straightening.  



In the green of night vision, all ten Praetorians were gazing about like bloody 

tourists. Shivering in the afterglow of terror and icy, stale air, she was about to 

reprimand them, but found herself doing the same. Baroque, lamppost-sized 

stalactites hung above, glistened, a dusting of white crystals covered them. "Ancient," 

she breathed. "Scourge didn't make this. Thousands of years. Thousands." She 

turned about in wonder. That such a natural cavern could exist here, dry, so near the 

sea, but—no, not natural, too uniform. 

"Ma'am. Ma'am?" The lieutenant chopped a flat palm ahead of him: eyes front. 

The squad crouched, weapons up. Rawlins' heart thudded in her ears. A distant glow 

ahead, a passage, the flash of human shadow thrown on distant walls. 

To Rawlin's left, four of the Republic's sleek Triton troopships were parked in a 

discrete alcove, lights off, empty. Thought their allies hadn't seen them enter? Or 

this, whatever it was, was too important to leave anyone idle? Rawlins drew her 

father's battle-worn UM-93 9mm. "Lead on, lieutenant." 

As the squad advanced, sharp breaths rising in clouds, their night vision suffered 

rhythmic, acid-trip bursts of static, but it wasn't random—it had pattern, waveform, 

didn't stop it being nauseating. Blessedly, her 'illumination sufficient' indicator 

blinked on, and the squad stowed their goggles in silent, practiced unison. Through a 

budding headache, Rawlins blinked in the apparent blackness, focused, irises 

widening. Ahead, a cold glow backlit a maze of kissing stalactites and stalagmites 

which almost blocked the semi-circular passage. The squad wove and squeezed 

round them, advancing. 

The lieutenant raised a fist, halting them. He waved men up to creep forward 

individually, placing them around the entrance to another space. Darkness opened 

out ahead, it's edges suggested by licks of teal glow over crystal-coated calcium. But 

in the centre, a lean, angular thing stood house-tall, no, hovered. A machine, a 



structure? Regular, cylindrical structures lined a vertical spine of sorts, though it was 

otherwise shrouded by glassy, triangular panels. Bathed in the arctic glow of the 

thing, at least twenty Post-Humans gathered, inspecting, pinching chins, shaking 

heads. A determined sadness emanated from them, like worshipers at a temple to 

some forgotten, profane demon. Now Rawlins really squinted, the thing was laced 

with tiny stalagmites, and beneath, a pool of hardened calcium shimmered coldly. It 

had been here a long, long time. 

A queasy tingle raced through Rawlins' body, squeezed her brain from within, 

pulsed, came back again weaker, faded. She wobbled, knees weak. The 'interference' 

was physical, this close. 

"Do not move, friend," said a calm lilt, a floral breath an inch behind Rawlins' 

neck, before a touch of ice on goose bumps—a gun's muzzle. The tinny clatters of 

submachine guns being dropped echoed about the cavern. Statue-still, Rawlins cast 

her eyes left, right—every Praetorian was covered by an operative of the Republic's 

elite Siren Corps. "Holster your weapon, general. Good. Now turn." 

Rawlins studied the Siren: too beautiful, as usual, lustrous hair, flawless skin, 

human, but a walking mannequin from a boutique that only sold tactical gear. "What 

is the meaning of this, Siren? Your people ignore my hail, fly in here unannounced in 

the middle of the most important engagement of the Battle of New York, then we 

discoverer there's this—" 

"Not so loud, competent General Kate Rawlins, driven daughter, bereaved sister. 

Yes, it is our business to know much about all of you." The Siren's voice was low, 

sensual and non-threatening, but slightly defeated, odd, since she was the one with 

the fat RXp-44 autosensing magnum pointed at Rawlins' head. 

Rawlins caught the lieutenant's steely eye, which winked. In a split second, he'd 

drawn down on his sidearm, cocked, pulled, fired, missed a vanished target and got a 



single bullet in temple. The two thunderous reports capered round the chamber. As 

the lieutenant slumped, a crushing double-pulse of tingly pressure rolled through 

every cell in Rawlins' body, leaving her hollow, used-up. "Shit," said the Siren. In all 

her uncomfortable time among creatures of the Republic, Rawlins had never, never 

heard one swear. Other Sirens pressed their weapons deeper into their captives.  

Fists clenched, revived by rage, Rawlins spoke, "You—" 

"His fault?" said the Siren. "Good, you understand. Come this way. A faint thu-

thud thu-thud th-thud echoed a mile above—the XIII'th Anvil's Heavies opening up. 

An eerie whisper of plasma biting into armour replied. The enemy were 

counterattacking, but Rawlins' seething train of thought got derailed by a series of 

light, mind-poking pulses from the thing, matching the tempo of the warfare above. 

As they neared, the team around the thing, object, structure or whatever, 

straightened, nodded to each other and stepped back. A ring of containers they'd 

placed around it hissed, clunked, and grey, formless masses began to climb from 

them, questing towards the thing like solid, sentient clouds. One man's eyes went 

glassy, consulting something behind his augmented eyes. "Nanomachines engaged. 

Envelope raising to commence in three, two—" 

A crush of nausea pressed Rawlins' skull, worked its knuckles deeper. "Urgh. 

What—" 

"Response triggered! It's too awake, sir, we—" That subordinate, the closest, 

never got to make his suggestion. His flesh simply wafted away, drawn into the thing 

like it'd taken a long, deep breath. The bones went next, then his clothes, leaving a 

wire-veined skeleton of augmentations, buckles and buttons to sag to the calcified 

floor. Rawlins blanched, gulped back a caustic chunk of vomit. Even the normally 

composed Republicans flinched, but their leader must have given a mental order, as 

they stilled, bowed their heads and crossed their hands. The nanomachine tendrils 



reared and dove into the thing like liquid cobras, and with a sudden cannonball of 

headache, the thing's arctic light winked out. It dropped with a stony clang and 

toppled sideways into a space left vacant by the PHR's personnel. A rain of calcium 

fragments tinkled from it. Once it'd settled and the echoes had faded, a gelatinous 

puddle of flesh-pink matter oozed from beneath it, quivered, then sagged into 

immobility. Solemn silence reigned. 

"Sphere's will be done," said the Siren, "but far from ideally." 

A man in a grey cloak shifted. "And too late again, I fear." 

"We were over-brazen, this time," said another. 

"Perhaps. Regrettable, that tunnelling was unworkable, in this case." 

"What is this?" ordered Rawlins. "This was your doing, getting us to target the 

Tartarus there, opening this up? Why had no geo-scans detected all this? What was 

that thing? Why—" 

"Your doing," snapped Grey Cloak. "Your hot-headed Colonies, your insistent 

prosecution of this noisy war. We have tried, lately through this exasperating 

alliance, with no other recourse left to us. Your childish multitudes are relentless." 

"I outrank you, Science Councillor," said Rawlins. "We make it our business to 

know about you, too. We understand your command structure quite well, and—" 

"You understand nothing, girl, and none of you are our equal." 

Rawlins stepped forward, shaking with rage. "I'll bring news of this to AHQ, to 

the High Council, to—" 

"No," said the Siren behind her, "you won't". 


